
TO REPRESENTATIVES

entioning that one. The Ludlow S?

about the Ludlow system. There are only two places where
the competition make any kind of attack. One is speed, and
the other is gray faces. They are to be discussed frankly.

evitaMy conclude

and our company might be seriously embarrassed and both
your interest and that of our company damaged if any other

This company's policy is to tell the whole truth to its cus-



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES

"Standards of Ethics" from the by-laws of the National Print-

tg Equipment Association, of which the Ludlow Typograph
ompany is a member, is quoted below:

"Each member of this Association pledges his co-opera-

tion to his fellow members and to the industries which
they jointly serve in the maintenance of a standard of ^.^

Industry.

"In the furtherance of this standard of ethical practice

each member pledges himself, by the acceptance of con- ^

le buyer may be fully apprised of the quality, perform-

nce and condition of the product which he is buying;

) avoid the incidence of harmful rumors regarding a

ivish entertainment of a customer or his employees; and
) refrain from any act which will tend to interfere with a
smpetitor's contract or performance thereunder;

En short: Each member shall be actuated by a spirit of

r



Confidential Information for Ludlow Salesmen

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES

r
5. Secure in any unfair manner customer's or prospective

customer's signature to a contract through representa-

wise"
13

' " U mere'y ^ °rdeI °° appIOVal °r °lher
"

6. Make any malicious statements in defamation of a

properly payable by the purchaser.

^ 9. Accept promissory notes in payment for equipment at

10. Directly or indirectly tamper with a competitor prod-

uig from the sale of alleged infring-

made in good faith but for the purpose of intimidating
the trade and hampering competition.

12. Maliciously induce or attempt to induce the breach of

ance of u itractual duly or serv-
ice with the purpose and effect of hampering, injur-

OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE

reputation of other companies.

offer any prospective user.

^



GENERAL II TO REPRESENTATIVES

STICK CLOSELY TO FACTS WHEN MENTIONING LUDLOW
INSTALLATIONS TO YOUR PROSPECTS

Ludlow equipment i i ng competing equip-
ment, it is extremely important that you adhere rigidly to

equipment is being used, you cannot afford to make any
statement, whataoei for instance, unless
you know that competing equipment has been discarded in

handling only the larger

r for producing strip m



Confidential InWation for Ludlow Sal^a

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES

r
ers' orders, which will naturally result in better service to the

General instructions:

As the customer's order constitutes part oi our permanent
record, it should be prepared in a neat manner and be written

All cash orders should be signed by the customer. Time
orders must be accompanied by a time contract made out in

that the order was placed by 'phone, and the name of the

individual 'phoning the order should appear on the order.

The customer should be asked to specify the routing on
every order. If shipment via motor truck is specified, insist

truck line should be specified by the customer, to relieve us

Parts and Miscellaneous Matrix Orders:

users should be written up on Form #A-27 (Order for Ma-

To assist in filling orders promptly and correctly, care

for the partial mch they are intended.

quence according to symbol numbers.
Use a separate line for each item, and in addition to the sym-

bol number list the name of the part or matrices required.

n for Elrod machine and Ludlow machine parts should always

Machine Orders:

On machine orders and large orders a list of the equipment,

machine, fonts, matrices, etc., should be made on standard

forms provided.

q
Care should be taken in listing the proper corporate name
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES

o forward the equipment.

a be rechecked by noting electrical specifications

ocal power company. This is particularly true if

.- specifies 1 10 volts. The wattage of the Ludlow
[uipment generally makes the use of the 220 volt

In making up Ludlow machine specifications, th a following

for the fonts h rig Gothic, Vi
and Engravers Bold fonts are cap fonts and

Unless Universal matrix cabinets are ordered. Wdraw-

When Universal matrix cabinets are ordered.
required space trays, italic filler blocks, etc

Spaces and quads should be ordered to fil

each angle-top cabinet.

The italic spaces and quad blocks should be
der. ^v

High spaces and quads, both roman and italic

included in the specifications if single-slug st

Division quads should be included to accommodate all

additional roman and italic division quad to th

requirement.

Matrix sticks should be in proportion to the

compositors who will use the equipment.
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ition for Ludlow Salesmen

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES

urfacer should be included in all orde

,e newspapers, particularly those prii

sections, have installed Supersurfacei

ot Well Scraper or Plunger and We

A blank slug block should be included with ei

with a specimen book of Ludlow typeface

TELEGRAMS

and cable co:



Confidential Information for Ludlow Salesmen

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO REPRESENTATIVES

Five-letter code words may be used in cables from other o
letters count as one word. If explanatory words, etc., other

than the code words in such a cable are words having more
than five letters, such words are counted as two words, but

When sending in coded messages ordering Ludlow or

Elrod machines, be sure to include code words in the message
which will give complete information as to the mold length.

voltage, crucible, etc. For example, a telegram reading

to ABHOR ABOMA ACCRA ACHIN" de-coded

ABHOR = 1 Standard Ludlow Typograph equipped with

ble water cooled mold.
ABOMA= 220 Volt Direct Current

ACCRA = Electric crucible not to be included but gas
crucible substituted.

ACHIN = Extra-pressure parts not to be included"

In this way by using four code words, a complete descrip-

tion of the Ludlow machine can be given.

-

^

-
*********** Compaq


